GVSU Philosophy Department
Colloquium Series
Winter 2020

Colloquia Take Place Fridays in MAK BLL-110 3:00-4:30 pm
Unless Otherwise Noted

February 7
Stronger, Faster, Smarter, Sexier, Immortal:
A Panel Discussion on Prospects and Problems of Technologically Enhanced Humans, Trans-Humans, and Post-Humans
(GVSU Philosophy)

February 21
Gongfu
As a Comprehensive Philosophical Approach
Peimin Ni (GVSU Philosophy)

March 13
“Why would anyone not believe that?!” Belief as a First-Person Plural Attitude
Ronald Loeffler (GVSU Philosophy)

March 16
The Role of Religion in Medical Decision Making
Location: Eberhard Center on the Downtown Campus
2020 West MI Health Care Ethics Conference (1 – 5pm) and DeVos Medical Ethics Colloquy (6 – 8pm)

March 20
Artists’ Innocent Eye as Extended Proximal Mode of Vision
Leon Lou (GVSU Psychology)

March 27
Examination, Plurality, dialog: Reflections on the Relational Philosophy of Stephen Rowe

April 3 & 4
7th Annual Calvin-GVSU Undergraduate Philosophy Conference
Location: Eberhard Center on the Downtown Campus
Friday March 29 6:30
Keynote: Christina Lafont (Northwestern University)
“Democracy without Shortcuts: The Democratic Ideal of Self-Government and the Problem of Blind Deferece”
Saturday March 30: 9:00 am – 4:30pm, student conference, details TBA

For more information contact: Prof. Andrew Spear speara@gvsu.edu